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Abstract
Recent studies have shown the emerging role of
noncoding RNA (ncRNAs) such as piRNA in stress response
and transgenerational inheritance. Zebrafish were placed
under conditions mimicking global climate change stress:
elevated temperature, decreased pH and reduced nutrient
availability. The total RNA of zebrafish were then isolated
and purified. This will be used to identify any steady-state
level changes of the piRNA expressed from the genome in
response to stress. Here we report the quality of the purified
total RNA from the gonads of the zebrafishes.
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Results
Table 1. Concentration of samples and absorbance ratios for purity of total RNA samples from gonadal tissues.(5)

We have purified total RNA from gonad tissues (where piRNA
sequence changes will most likely be identifiable) of stressed and
unstressed zebrafish for use in quantifying candidate piRNA levels
by RT-qPCR method.
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Future Plans

Significance
PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) belong to a broad class
of regulatory RNA called non-coding RNA (ncRNA).
piRNA are known to have transgenerational effects on gene
expression, since they operate in sex cells, allowing
epigenetic inheritance thru multiple generations.(1) It is
anticipated that when an organism undergoes climatic stress
such as heat shock, acidity, or nutrient deprivation, the
piRNAs within the organism alters the expression of genes in
sex cells and thus may lead to transgenerational genetic
change. Intriguingly, zebrafish also rely on piRNAs for
sexual determination and sex cell production. (2)
Question
Do piRNAs play a significant role in response to adaptive
Figure 3. Scheme for future plan protocol; using isolated RNA. (4)
stressors mimicking global climate change?
Figure 4. Total RNA isolation protocol.
Hypothesis
We hypothesize that piRNA expression has a role in
regulating transgenerational adaptive stress response in
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